
MSB INITIAL COMMENTS ON ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE REVIEW CONSULTATION DRAFTS 

To: Chair Council, copy to HQ Governance (Vikki Hall), Vice-Chair Council, Chair Wales, Midland and 

South Western Area 

FOR CHAIR OF COUNCIL AVM JOHN CLIFFE. 
 
John, 
 
Good morning.  Your letter of 18 Dec invites Branch comment by the end of Jan 20 on the set of 
papers (the Council Review of the Bognor Resolution (RBR) plus Appendices and draft changes to 
Governance Documents) addressing the Admin Structure Review. Very many thanks for circulation 
of these documents for consultation.  This email is the Mid-Somerset Branch initial input developed 
by the Committee following Branch discussion at the beginning of the month.  The Branch will 
review the subject at its meeting 3 Feb and during its AGM on 2 Mar and these meetings may 
adjust/expand our views. 
 
Mid-Somerset Branch attended Governance Workshops earlier this month where Vikki Hall gave 
excellent, stimulating and helpful briefs on the governance issues and the recent actions of the 
Charity Commission.  This latter is obviously putting some pressure on the Association to take 
actions rather beyond those mandated by the Bognor Resolution (which referenced only the 
structures of Areas and Regions), and we are concerned that the current proposals are pushing us 
away from the intent of the Royal Charter.   
 
Initial comments: 
 
1.  Area Structure proposals (RBR 56-67 and Appendices 1 and 2).    

1.1.  The proposal to move from 5 Areas to 13 Groups and to introduce a greatly expanded Branch 

and Membership Committee (BMC) would require the creation of 9 extra committees involving the 

addition of some 360 man days of effort per year.  Even if this effort was partially offset by the 

deletion of the few existing Regional groups, we have difficulty in seeing how this increased 

overhead and the associated per diem and transport costs can be justified.  The proposal also adds a 

layer (the BMC) to the linkage between Branch and Council which is counter to good governance.   

1.2.  The proposals do not identify staff increases but 9 extra committees would need some support.   

1.3. Arrangements for extra Presidents and for Conferences based upon existing Areas seem 

confusing and illustrate the complex nature of the ‘Group’ proposal.  

1.4.  The Council RBR (paras 10, 61 and 63) and the Appendix 1 Group TORs (GTR 7) make reference 

to the ‘RAF Family’. This is not a term used in the current Governance documents or in the proposed 

changes to the Charter, Rules or Byelaws. If this useful shorthand is to be retained then we believe 

that it should be defined in the Governance documents – perhaps by using the RAF definition which, 

we believe, includes the Association within the ‘family’.   

1.5.  Any proposal to Conference along the lines of Appendix 1 should follow the excellent Royal 

Charter/Rules/Byelaws practice and be supported by a ‘comparative’ version of the Area Regulations 

to identify those aspects lost and maintained when moving to a Group TOR structure.   



Bottom Line:  we can see no merit in the proposed structure and recommend that we stay with 5 

Areas (or Groups) but re-balance the number of branches per Area to circa 70 each (the geographic 

boundaries are arbitrary anyway).  Area Council (Committee) arrangements could be adjusted such 

that Branches in each Area  directly elect the required number of members to the Area Committee 

who would then elect  one of their number to be Chair who would serve on (Central) Council as an 

elected member.  Expansion of the size and role of the BMC as proposed in Appendix 2 is not 

supported:  it would be a very cumbersome additional layer which would prevent direct input from 

the Group (Area) level into Council. 

2.  Council  Membership (RBR 68-73).  We support the intent to reduce the size of Council to be 

closer to that recommended by the Charity Commission  but do not believe that the proposed 

restructure goes far enough and that it weakens RAFA membership linkage and controls.  A possible 

alternative is enclosed which would reduce the Council to 14 and re-balance it to ensure enhanced 

membership influence.  We believe that Council Committees should remain as at present with 

composition of Council members, co-opted members as necessary to provide additional skills, plus 

relevant HQ Staff in attendance, with the Chairs always being Council members.  ( i.e. no  expanded 

BMC) .  Whilst the proposals concerning election to Council contained in paras 69 to 73 are very 

properly directed at ensuring that Council and its Committees have the skills they need, the current 

wording focusses too much on the needs of a charity rather on the needs of the Association as a 

membership organisation under the Royal Charter. We suggest that changes should not be made to 

the Council and Committee election processes until the outcome from Council considerations (para 

73) have been approved by Conference. 

3.  Replace Branch Regulations with Branch TOR (RBR 74 and Appendix 3).   

3.1.  The fact that the proposed Branch TORs of 28 pages are intended to replace the Branch 

Regulations of 8 content pages gives a telling indication of the significant changes envisaged.  We 

can see no advantage, and many problems, with adopting this ‘start from scratch’ version which is 

very detailed and mixes regulation with guidance in an overly prescriptive way. The issue of this 

‘consultation’ draft has already caused alarm amongst committee members – we fear that 

implementation along the lines of those proposed would lead to significant numbers voting with 

their feet, thus jeopardising the viability of Branches. 

3.2.  We consider that any new TORs should be developed from the existing Branch Regulations, in 

the form of a  comparative version showing proposed changes (with rationale): this approach would 

ensure that existing useful text is not lost in the revised version. 

3.3.  The current proposals largely replace ‘Committee’ with ‘Trustee’ in a way which we consider to 

be inappropriate.  The Branch Committee is the governing body of the Branch (BR 10 (3)):  yes, 

members of the committee are also trustees, but this does not alter the full scope of responsibility 

of the Committee of the Branch which is not just a charity but is also a membership organisation 

‘engendering comradeship’.   

3.4.  The provisions for Branch insurance (Committee indemnity, Public Liability and Employers 

Liability) are addressed in the Finance Handbook.  However current actual provision (as e.g. 

addressed in One Charity Fact Sheet 8) falls short of that identified in the Finance Handbook and 

hence there are potentially gaps in cover.  We believe that the Finance Handbook agreed provisions 



for Branch insurance should be identified in the Governance Documentation and be centrally 

implemented in full.  

3.5.  We plan to provide detailed comments following a re-structured re-write catering for Branch 

input, but for the next version you may wish particularly to consider: 

a. Justifying the removal of the Branch President from the list of Officers (and hence removing their 

responsibility as a Trustee).  The draft provides some very useful guidelines as to what the President 

should do.  However the Association President is a Trustee so why should we change the normal 

procedure where Branch arrangements follow that of Council? 

b.  Justifying the removal of dedicated HWO and Membership Secretary as Committee members.  

The current arrangement is simple and clear: the Committee has some obligatory members and 

some optional ones, all of whom have detailed TORs/duties and all of whom are trustees.  The 

change to a generic trustee with some separate duties for individuals seems confusing and 

unnecessary.   

c.  Justifying the proposal that no individual shall be elected or appointed to more than one Trustee 

position on the Branch Committee. This provision would make life very difficult for many smaller 

branches:  why? 

d.  Re-inserting reference to the requirement for Branches to liaise with local RAF Air Cadet 

formations. This is currently covered, briefly, in Branch Regulation 10 (8):  given that the RAF Air 

Cadets are part of ‘our Air Forces’, this minimal linkage could usefully be expanded to guide and 

facilitate Branch activity. 

4.  Proposed Changes to Royal Charter, Rules and Byelaws.  Since we would hope that these will be 

adjusted to reflect Branch input, we will reserve comment for the moment. 

Good luck with the task! 

 

Best regards 

Dick 

President MSB, on behalf of the Committee MSB 



ENCLOSURE  

MID-SOMERSET BRANCH POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE COUNCIL STRUCTURE – JAN 20 

Revised Council to be: 

The Officers (President, and the Chair of Council (plus the Treasurer))1 2 

5 elected members who are the Chairs of the 5 Area (Group) Councils (Committees) 

4 members directly elected by the Branches as at present 

1 RAF rep3 

2 co-opted members4 

Total 145 

 

 

                                                             
1 Treasurer could be selected by Council from amongst their members provided appropriate skill is available:  if 

not then appoint as Officer.  (Someone has to be nominated as Treasurer unless the whole Council is willing to 

corporately take on that responsibility). 
2 Vice-Chairman to be selected by Council from amongst their members 
3 RAF can bring anyone they like to the table but only need one trustee to represent RAF interests 
4
 4 co-opted members unbalances the Council away from the core RAF/RAFA skills needed. Co-opting 

members onto the Council Committees provides skills where they are needed without giving trustee 

responsibility or authority. 
5
 RAF BF and Vice-Presidents have the right to sit at the table and speak but do not need to be trustees. 


